Exchange of unparticle stuff of dimension d U with FCNC interaction can induce M 12,u and Γ 12,u causing meson and anti-meson mixing with the relation Γ 12,u /M 12,u = 2 tan(πd U ). We show that this type of unparticle contribution can provide the much needed large Γ 12 s to explain the recently observed anomalously large dimuon asymmetry in B s −B s system reported by D0 collaboration.
Recently the D0 Collaboration has reported evidence for an anomalously large CP violation in the like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry [1] which is attributed to semileptonic decays of b hadrons defined by
where
) is the number of events with two b hadrons (bb) decaying semileptonically into µ + µ + X (µ − µ − X). The D0 result [1] , A b sl = −(9.57 ± 2.51 ± 1.46) × 10 −3 with the first and the second errors being statistical and systematic ones, is 3.2σ away from the standard model (SM) prediction of −0.2 × 10 −3 [2] . 
With known values for mixing parameters of B d and B s systems, one obtains [1, 3] 
The above leads to [1] [5] and D0 [6] , one can extract an average value of (a s sl ) ave ≈ −(12.7 ± 5.0) × 10 −3 .
The "wrong-charge" asymmetry for B s −B s mixing is determined by the matrix elements 
In the above, for the last step of approximation, we have neglected small corrections of order
The SM prediction of |Γ 
with
In the above, M
12,N P s
indicates the contribution from beyond the SM new physics. We have neglected small SM contribution to φ s and adopted the phase convention that Γ 12 s is real. Since the SM contribution to the phase φ s is small, it is convenient to write the expression explicitly in terms of the new physics contribution defined by M
The SM prediction for ∆M s ≈ 2|M [9, 16, 17, 30] .
In this work we show that unparticle FCNC interaction can provide the much needed large Γ 12,u s to explain the observed anomalously large dimuon asymmetry in B s −B s system by D0 collaboration. Using experimental data, one can constrain the dimension d U and the unparticle scale.
Several years ago Georgi proposed an interesting idea to describe possible scale invariant effect at low energies by unparticles [34] . An unparticle operator O U of dimension d U resulting from some scale invariant theory at high energy may interact with SM particles at low energy in the following form
where O SM is composed of SM fields.
If the O SM is a bi-quark operator with different quarks, exchange of unparticle stuff can induce meson and antimeson mixing [35] . Unlike usual tree level contributions to meson oscillations from heavy particle exchange which produces a small Γ 12 , the unparticle may have sizeable contributions to both M 12,u and Γ 12,u due to unparticle fractional dimension d U leading to a phase factor [34, 36] Contributions to M 12,u and Γ 12,u for a class of operators O SM with dimension less than or equal to 4 interacting with unparticles, respecting SM symmetries [37] , have been studied in Ref. [38] . Here we take a scalar unparticle O U interaction with quarks, respecting SM gauge symmetry, of the following forms for illustration,
are the right-handed down-quarks and left-handed quarks, respectively.
After using equation of motion for quarks, one can write the above tree level FCNC interaction as
Let j be the heavier and i be the lighter quarks, the term proportional to m i /m j can be neglected. Exchange of unparticle in the t and s channels as shown in Fig. 1 , we obtain the effective Hamiltonian H U ef f responsible for meson-antimeson mixing Here
We have used
for the scalar unparticle propagator [39] . One can easily identify the factor e −iπd U in the propagator producing a non-zero Γ 12,u mentioned earlier.
In the above we have followed Ref. [39] to use a modified unparticle propagator to take into account the breaking of conformal invariance at a scale µ lower than Λ U by unparticle interaction with SM particles. When p 2 becomes smaller than µ 2 , the unparticle contribution to Γ 12 vanishes. The scale µ is not known, since we rely on the unparticle effect to generate Γ 12 s , we will allow it to be lower than B s mass. One should not allow µ to be too small to allow b → sO U process to happen which will contribute too large an invisible decay rate for b → sO U which changes B s lifetime dramatically. For this reason we assume that µ is in the range of m Bs > µ > m Bs − m K such that b → sO U is forbidden.
In B s −B s system, mesons are made of a i = s light quark and a j = b heavy. In the heavy quark limit, one has s = t ≈ m 
where B Bs is the bag factor which is equal to 1 in the vacuum saturation and factorization approximation. With the conditionλ It is clear from Eq. (13) 
Here we have identified the phase ofλ Q sb to be −φ U /2 and defined the reduced unparticle Combining the SM contribution and neglect small phase there, we have
The first term in the expression for a s sl is similar to the contribution without modification to Γ 12 s analyzed in Ref. [17] . The second term is new which comes from unparticle modification to Γ 12 s . There are two constraints with three parameters, R, φ U and y = tan(d U π). It is not possible to determine all the theoretical parameters. However, one can express two of the theoretical parameters as a function of the experimental measurable quantities and another theoretical parameter. We find
The "±" sign in the expression for y comes from the need of taking a square root for sin(φ U ) from knowing cos(φ U ).
Since the physical range of cos(φ U ) is limited to be from -1 to 1, from the first equation about, one can obtain a constrain for the allowed ranges for R. We show this in Fig. 2 for several values of |∆ s |. In the plot we have used the central values for the relevant SM quantities.
With the allowed range for R known, for given a induced CP violation in B s → J/ψφ decay with [40] β J/ψφ s = (0.39
−0.14 ) ∪ (1.18 Translating into R and φ U defined earlier, we have
It is clear that a non-zero φ U can modify the SM prediction for β J/ψφ s .
Using the above one can further constraint the allowed regions for R and cos(φ U ). From the relation between φ s and φ U , one finds sin(φ U ) must be positive. The allowed regions for cos(φ U ) are shown in Fig. 2 . The shaded regions are the one σ allowed common regions.
With three unknowns and three input experimental data points, we can completely express R, cos(φ U ) and y as functions of |∆ s |, φ s and a s sl . We have
We now use the above equations to determine central values and their one σ errors for R, cos(φ U ) and y. Since the error correlations between the three experimental observable quantities are not know, a complete analysis is not possible. To have some idea about the ranges for the theoretical parameters, we will assume that they are independent quantities satisfying Gaussian distribution and take the average one σ lower and upper bounds as their one σ errors for illustration. The results are listed in Table 1 . For a given set of input data, there are two solutions for R and cos(φ U ), but the solution for y is single valued. We see that y is restricted to be positive now. The large dimuon asymmetry in B s −B s mixing and large mixing induced CP violation in B s → J/ψφ can be simultaneously explained.
Finally, we briefly comment on the implications of constraints on the effective unparticle scaleΛ U . Using the results obtained on R, we can work backward to obtain information about the reduced unparticle scale,Λ U . For a given R,Λ U can be expressed as a function of d U . We show the results in Fig. 3 . In plotting Fig. 3 , we have used B Bs = 1 and f Bs = 0.260 GeV [41] . We can see, as expected for larger d U , a lower scale is needed which may have already reached by current colliders. Since no evidence of unpaticle effects have shown up explicitly, one should set a lower limit for that. For a lower bound ofΛ U larger than 1 TeV, we see that d U is restricted to be lower than 1.5.
In summary we have shown that unparticle induced contribution to B s −B s mixing can provide the much needed large Γ 12 s to explain the recently observed anomalously large dimuon asymmetry by D0 collaboration. The same interaction can also accommodate large mixing induced CP violation in B s → J/ψφ from CDF and D0 data. Experimental data also provide constraints on unparticle dimension and scale parameters.
